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  In this paper, resonance characteristics of a dielectric sub-disk resonator are analyzed by using a fi-
nite difference time domain (FDTD) method. In this study, we propose a new disk resonator made 
up of a rectangular sheet which has a parallel length “t” and two hemi-circular disks. We can find that 
coupled energy from an exciting wave guide to the new disk resonator depends on a parallel length 
of the rectangular sheet. We can also confirm numerically that radiation mode is observed along a 
circumference of the new disk resonator. We investigate a generation of radiation mode qualitatively. 
Finally, it is necessary for us to propose another type of resonator to establish a better frequency 
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Fig. 1   The dielectric disk resonator






































Fig. 4 Discrimination of dielectric
constant at every cells
Fig. 5 Decision of dielectric constant
by a ratio of area at a cell
Fig. 6   Map of modeling















Fig. 7 Dielectric constant distribution near a coupling region
(Left : Conventional 0.6mm cell   Right : This work 0.5mm cell)
Fig. 8(a) Hz distribution at t=0mm
Fig. 8(c) Hz distribution at t=6.0mm
Fig. 8(b) Hz distribution at t=3.0mm






































Fig. 9   Hz distribution at t=15.0mm
Fig. 10 Sub-disk Resonator and
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